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Summary: 

(Explain briefly about the plot of the story, the characters, setting, and the message of the 
story) 

The story of naughtiest girl wants to win is about a main character called Elizabeth Allen 

whom now is in the second form of a school called whyteleafe. Elizabeth has now reached to 

the second form and the two long last headboys and headgirls have graduated from the 

school those are Rita and William. A lot of people have been thinking about it since the 

holidays but not only that they also think about their new second form monitor Susan had 

gone up to the third form. When Elizabeth was going to catch up for the train she promised 

her father that she would come in time since she was dying to see the premier of a movie 

called Zara and the star Kerry Dane, but something bad happen there Kerry was scheduled to be somewhere else at this 

time. So in a hurry Kerry say thank you to the cinema which have held the premier and went away. When Elizabeth was 

raising towards the car and when she finally caught up with her and ask for her photograph she refused rudely and slap 

the book to the mud. In their way to Whyte leaf school she discussed and the whole second form finally got the 

conclusion that Emma and Thomas are going to be the perfect head boys and headgirls for these school years. But 

though when the school resumes to other girls Nora a bossy upper which has been a monitor for years and Kerry Dane 

the actor. Elizabeth and her best friends totally agree on Emma and with their hard work they’ve scheduled a parade to 

vote for Emma every tea time and has hang out posters all over the school. On the voting ballot paper day a lot of 

people has made up their minds and the result was a very close one Nora got 29 votes Emma got 34 votes and Kerry got 

35 votes. Elizabeth was very furious and the weeks and the weeks after that she revenged by telling the truth about 

Kerry taking a little first form student’s chocolates. So now that there are disagreements of students the runner up 

Emma will be changing her position. 

Personal Opinion 
(Do you enjoy reading it? Why? Is it worthwhile to read the book? Is there something that you can learn from the book? 
Explain briefly) 

 Yes I do enjoy reading it  
 I think it is worthwhile since this book is very good and has really polite words it is also  very appropriate for the 

teenagers because it explains teenagers life at school and teenagers usual problems like bad tempers how 
students usually cheats in tests and the consequences. It also explains school life since it is one of Enid’s school 
series and the usual problems we have at school. 


